Abstract-Unusual behaviour detection and information extraction in streams of short documents and files (emails, news, tweets, log files, messages, etc.) are important problems in security applications. In [1], [2], a new approach to rapid change detection and automatic summarization of large documents was introduced. This approach is based on a theory of social networks and ideas from image processing and especially on the Helmholtz Principle from the Gestalt Theory of human perception. In this article we modify, optimize and verify the approach from [1], [2] to unusual behaviour detection and information extraction from small documents.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mining unstructured data and rapid change detection in data streams and documents are fundamental problems in knowledge extraction technologies. The applications range from automatic document classification to information extraction and information visualization, from automatic unusual behaviour detection to security policy enforcement.
Unstructured data has no explicit data model, but usually has some internal geometrical structure. A good example is textual data, where there are natural structures like files, topics, paragraphs, documents etc. Sequential and temporal data also can be divided into natural blocks like days, months or blocks of several sequential events. In this article, we will assume that data come packaged into objects, i.e., files, documents or containers. We can also have several layers of such structures; for example, in 20Newsgroups [3] all words are packed into 20 containers (news groups), and each group is divided into individual news. We would like to detect some unusual behaviour in these data and automatically extract some meaningful events and features. To make our explanation more precise, we shall consider mostly textual data, but our analysis is also applicable to any data generated by some basic set (words, dots, pair of words, measurements, events, etc.) and divided into some set of containers (documents, regions, etc.).
Recently, a novel approach to unusual behaviour detection and automatic summarization was developed in [1] , [2] , [4] - [6] . This approach includes several steps. First, a rapid change detection algorithm from [1] , [4] is applied to data streams and documents. It is based on ideas from image processing and especially on the Helmholtz Principle from the Gestalt Theory of human perception. Applied to the problem of keywords extraction, it delivers fast and effective tools to identify meaningful words using parameter-free methods. Also, levels of meaningfulness of document words and events are defined, which allows to control the size of selected keywords sets providing for different application needs. After that, based on the introduced level of meaningfulness, a document is modelled as a one-parameter family of graphs with its sentences or paragraphs defining the vertex set and with edges defined by Helmholtz's principle. It is demonstrated that for some range of the parameters, the resulting graph becomes a small world network [2] , [5] , [6] . Such a remarkable structure opens the possibility of applying many measures and tools from the theory of social networks to the problem of extracting the most important sentences and structures from text documents and data streams.
It is important to point out that the probabilistic approach from [1] , [4] was designed and verified for large documents. Small world structures also require longer documents and large data. But short messages and files (tweets, emails, log-files) are important for many security applications like monitoring, watching trends, sentiment analysis, etc.
The main purpose of this article is to investigate the effect of small documents and applicability of the approach from [1] , [2] , [4] - [6] . We use the DUC 2002 dataset [7] for our numerical experiments and ROUGE [8] scores for evaluations and for finding optimal parameters. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we recall some results from [1] , [2] , [4] - [6] . In Section III an overview of DUC 2002 dataset and ROUGE evaluation metrics are presented. Experimental results are presented in Section IV. Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section V.
II. THE HELMHOLTZ PRINCIPLE, GRAPHS FROM
DOCUMENTS AND SMALL WORLD In this section, we briefly review our keywords and sentence extraction procedures for summarizing text documents.
Keywords extraction: Our keywords extraction procedure is based on the idea that a sharp rise in the frequency of a word inside some part of a text document indicates that this word is locally meaningful (i.e., important).
Let P denote a family of parts of a document D. Elements of P can be paragraphs or sections of D if such logical units are available or, more generally, several consecutive sentences. In the latter case, these elements can be overlapping. Let us define the number of false alarms (NF A) in order to assess whether a word w is meaningful in some part P ∈ P:
where m and K are the number of occurrences of the word w in P and D, respectively, and N = L D /L P , L P being the length (i.e., the number of words) of P and L D the length of D. Intuitively, the number of false alarms is the expected number of m-tuples found inside parts of the documents. Thus, if the number of false alarms of w is less than 1 for some part P , we do not expect to find a m-tuple of w inside P . But if nevertheless such a m-tuple exists inside P , we consider w as locally meaningful in P .
As the values of NF A may be widely spread, we transform Eq. 1 into the level of meaningfulness (M eaning) defined as:
It is easy to see that M eaning(w, P ) > 0 is equivalent to NF A(w, P ) < 1. The justification for using Eq. 2 was given in [1] based on arguments from statistical physics. Finally, we define the set of keywords M eaningf ulSet( ) for the document D as:
is a parameter used to vary to the size of the set, typically chosen strictly positive as we are only interested in meaningful words. For formal derivations of the above formulas and further explanations, please refer to [1] , [4] .
Sentence extraction: The next step in our document modelling is the construction of a one parameter family of graphs Gr(D, ) [2] , [5] , [6] . In this article we limit ourselves to undirected graphs.
Let us denote by S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n the sequence of consecutive sentences in the document D. The graph Gr(D, ) has the sentences S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n as its vertex set. Sentences usually create a flow of information in a text, so we add an edge between every pair of consecutive sentences (S i , S i+1 ); this ensures connectivity of our graph. We also add an edge between every pair of sentences sharing a least one common keyword (i.e., words in M eaningf ulSet( )), creating many short-distance and a few long-distance references. Thus also controls the number of edges in the graph: when is too big, the set of keywords is empty and our graph degenerates to a path graph; when it is too small, the graph becomes a large random graph. In between these two extreme cases and for some carefully chosen set of keywords, the graph exhibits a small world topology: a high level of transitivity, short average distance and small number of edges. We empirically determined that the transition into a small world occurs for large documents when the number of edges is between 3n and 4n [6] .
To build such a small world graph with a predefined target number of edges (say, 3n or 4n), we proceed as follows. First, we compute the set of all meaningful words M eaningf ulSet( = 0) and sort it by decreasing level of meaningfulness. Then, we consider each keyword in turn, starting with the most meaningful one, adding an edge between every pair of sentences containing that keyword. We stop when the target number of edges in the graph is reached.
Finally, we extract the most important sentences from the graph. Graph theory and social network studies provide many centrality measures in order to identify the most important nodes in a graph. On certain large documents, we have shown in [6] that Betweenness centrality and Eigenvector centrality produce the best results, in the sense that the assigned centrality scores separate very clearly a few important sentences from all other sentences (like power-law distributions) [6] .
III. DATASET AND EVALUATION METRICS
The Document Understanding Conference (DUC) [7] was a yearly workshop run between 2001 and 2007, allowing largescale experiments and evaluation of automatic summarization systems. We perform our evaluation on the DUC 2002 dataset, made of 567 short news articles and focus on the single-document generic summarization task, consisting of the creation of a 100-word summary for each news article. The dataset contains 182 very short documents (19 sentences or less), 171 short documents (between 20 and 29 sentences) and 214 medium-sized documents (30 sentences or more).
Originally, the summaries created by all competing systems were manually evaluated by comparison to two human-written summaries considered as gold-standards. However, as no system was able to beat the baseline made of the first sentences of each article (when manually evaluated), the single-document generic summarization task has been discontinued after 2002 [9] . Therefore, despite its shortcomings, the DUC 2002 dataset is still the standard dataset for such evaluations.
Research has since been lead on fully-automatic evaluation and the ROUGE evaluation package introduced several measures based on counts of overlapping units (e.g., n-grams) between a candidate summary and a set of gold-standard summaries. Those measures were shown to give excellent correlations with human judgements (Pearson's correlations up to 0.99 at a confidence level of 95%) [8] . We use the F-score version of the traditional ROUGE-1 metric, which simply computes the unigram F-score between the candidate summary (i.e., the summary to be evaluated) and the gold-standards (in our case, human-written summaries). ROUGE scores can be computed after stemming and/or stop words removal but it has been have shown to have minor impact on correlations with human judgements [8] . In the following, all ROUGE scores are computed without any stemming or removal of stop words.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present and analyze experimental results. All numerical calculations are summarized in Table I .
A. Preprocessing
One of the main strengths of the Helmholtz approach to keywords extraction is the simplicity and speed of preprocessing, allowing fast treatment of large amounts of data. Possible applications include automatic generation of policy conditions for sensitive data handling (data leak prevention, access control, etc.), salient information extraction for groups under surveillance (aid in anti-terrorism), social media trends observation and unusual behavior detection in log files. On large documents, the only preprocessing step we perform is stemming. As noted in [4] , stop words are automatically excluded from the set of keywords on large documents, unless they are actually meaningful. For example, in a chapter on determiners of an English grammar book, words like "the" and "a" are important and will be considered as such by our algorithm. This may not be true for short documents. Indeed, if a stop word occurs frequently, but only locally as it may be common in short documents, our algorithm considers this as unusual behaviour; thus this word becomes a keyword.
To check whether stop words are problematic with short documents, we compare the results with and without stop word filtering. In the first case, we do not remove stop words at preprocessing time, so that levels of meaningfulness (Eq. 2) are computed with all words. We filter stop words only when building the graph, discarding all keywords belonging to a predefined list of stop words. The list we use is minimized, with 127 stop words, mainly determiners and pronouns. It turns out that stop word filtering has a big impact on the results: it improves the final F-score by more than 1%, from 0.4147 to 0.4269 (see Table I ).
We also investigate whether we can use levels of meaningfulness to automatically create our own a list of stop words.
We proceed by concatenating all 567 documents of the DUC 2002 dataset, considering each news article as a container and running a modified keywords extraction procedure. We simply compute the set of non-meaningful words:
We extract a list of 3479 words that are not meaningful in any document and consider them as stop words; "the", "of", "a", "drive" and "practic" are a few examples of extracted words. Using these words as stop words improves the F-score to 0.4194, compared to a F-score of 0.4147 without stop word filtering, but the results are still inferior to the ones when we use the predefined list of 127 stop words (F-score of 0.4269). However, we can expect much better improvements when dealing with non Natural Language Processing applications, where stop words are easier to identify (e.g., instructions like "SELECT" or "INSERT" for log files of SQL queries).
B. Parameters and Ranking Selection
Parameters: We have two important parameters to set, namely the window size (that is to say the number of consecutive sentences used to define the family of parts P for each news article) and the target number of edges (see Section II).
Ideally, the window size should be adapted to the logical progression of ideas in the text, and sentences about a particular topic should be grouped into a single window. However, DUC 2002 documents are not divided into logical units such as paragraphs, so we define the window size as a fixed number of sentences. A window size of one sentence is too small to capture topics, but the window size should remain small relative to the number of sentences in the document to be able to capture the progression of ideas and topics. For large documents, such as the State of the Unions corpus [10] in which most speeches are hundreds of sentences long, a window size of 4 has shown good performance [6] . For short news articles of at most a few tens of sentences (not to mention emails, instant messaging, tweets, etc.), we can expect the information to be much more compact and decreasing the window size seems preferable. The optimal window size for the dataset is 3 sentences, though our experiments showed that the impact of the window size is not very big (see Table I ). This is rather positive as it suggests that choosing the optimal window size is not crucial for obtaining acceptable results.
Next we investigate the target number of edges. It should be pointed out that small world graphs are typically large graphs; however, the news articles are at most a few tens of sentences long. The concept of small world is therefore ill-defined with such small graphs. For example, 10-sentence documents are common in the dataset; in this case, the target number of edges (let us choose, say, 3n) is 30 and a complete graph with 10 vertices contains 45 edges. Hence our graphs are not sparse anymore, unlike small world graphs. This is why we need to investigate the effect of the target number of edges on small documents and the applicability of the concept of small world. Optimal results are obtained when no limitation on the number of edges is set (denoted by ∞ in Table I ). The reason is probably that small documents do not provide enough data to perform the statistical analysis done by our keywords extraction algorithm. In particular, the Helmholtz approach extracts locally meaningful words and may miss the most important global keywords. Adding more words to the set of keywords provides more information that can be exploited successfully by our summarization algorithm.
Ranking of sentences: We now study the performance of several centrality measures. We also investigate the simple ranking function defined as the number of meaningful words inside each sentence. The best results are obtained with degree centrality, which is slightly better than the simple ranking function and closeness centrality (see Table I ). Betweenness and eigenvector centralities give significantly worse results. This is opposite to the case of large documents. The fact that degree centrality outperforms the simple ranking function indicates that benefits can be obtained even from "degenerated" small worlds.
C. Comparison and Discussion
First, it is worth mentioning that our main goal is to study the applicability of our algorithms to small documents and the effect of their parameters. To this end, we ran experiments on the standard DUC 2002 dataset. We did not try to tune our algorithms for this specific dataset as we did not want to introduce any kind of bias into our system. Indeed, the simple baseline performed very well and most systems in the original DUC 2002 competition were using the sentence index as a feature. This makes sense for news articles as the first sentences usually introduce the main facts and the remaining develop those facts. However, we do not think that such a feature is a good indicator of the importance on a sentence if we do not make any assumptions on the dataset.
Currently, the reference summarization system used for comparison is TextRank, created in 2004 by Mihalcea [11] . It is, like ours, an unsupervised method in the sense that it only draws information from the document at hand to summarize it. However, since it based on terms co-occurrences, PartsOf-Speech (POS) tagging is an essential component of the algorithm 1 ; because without filtering, stop words tend to be considered as keywords. However, POS taggers need to be trained on large annotated corpora, they are not language independent (slang, jargon, specialized vocabulary, etc.) and POS tagging can be computationally expensive. TextRank ranks third among the systems in the original competition [11] , using ROUGE-1 recall formula. Precise numerical comparison with TextRank is not possible as recall scores are not the best metric: indeed, longer summaries get higher recall scores.
Regarding processing times, our unoptimized implementation in Python ran in 16.4 seconds for the entire DUC 2002 dataset on an Intel Core 2 E8400 processor (3.0 GHz) with 3 GB of RAM. This represents an average of 28 ms per document, including file opening and parsing, preprocessing, keywords and sentence extraction. The proposed technique allows fast processing of large amounts of data, and thus can be easily adapted to any type of data such as emails and logfiles; so it can be used for many real-time applications.
Despite our experimental results being lower than the ones of state-of-the-art summarizers for short documents, our method is both computationally very cheap and languageindependent.
V. CONCLUSION Analysis of short documents and messages is an important problem in many security applications. A recent approach to information extraction from [1] , [2] was originally developed for large documents. In this article, we extend this approach to sets of small documents. More precisely, we demonstrated that keywords are no longer automatically removed by Helmholtz keywords extraction algorithm. For text documents, using a standard list of stop words improves performance; for any other type of data, we introduced an algorithm to automatically generate a list of stop words (in the sense of non meaningful words) from a corpus of documents. We have shown that the choice of a centrality measure is important. Degree centrality performs much better for small documents than other centrality measures. This is opposite to large documents where Eigenvector and Betweenness centralities give the best results. Also, the window size does not have a crucial impact but smaller windows lead to better performance on small documents. Finally, increasing the target number of edges in the graph is also important to improve the results.
The next step will be to evaluate our approach on databases of emails, messages, log-files, etc. There are also several ways to introduce weights on edges of our graphs. We would like to investigate the application of such weighted graphs to the problem of extracting query-dependent summaries of documents.
